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Next Run 2255
Date:

21 March 2022

Hare:

Kazi

Time: 6:00pm Van Driver:
Co
Hare:

Donka

Theme:

Pole Polisher
St Paddy’s Day

Run Whitfords amateur football club, MacDonald Park, Padbury. Cnr
Site: Marmion Ave and Giles Ave, Padbury.
Grub: YES

Map Link:

Check Website

Check H4 Run listing on the web site (or click on the link below) and book
your run with ShitScraper & Molly Dooker
Upcumming Runs

If you can’t take your turn at driving the van YOU need to find someone to
swap out with. Contact the On Sec:- HardCase.
hamersleyonsec@gmail.com

Run
Date
2256 28 Mar
2257 4 Apr

Hares
HardCase
Donka

Van Driver
Sheepthrills
Bravefart

2258 11 Apr

Blow Job

Baron

Run Report 2254 – Arseholeo @ Woodford Park, Lynwood
Preamble:
As my two fellow car poolers were MIA tonight I managed to cadge a lift with the
Mausei/Mullet/Kazi car pool. Thanks Mausei! We had an amazing clear run through the city at
rush hour and then debate started with whether we should take Roe Highway or Leach Highway
as I as an ex-Taxi Driver would have done. At this point Kazi felt a bit threatened and as he was
in the front seat he took over directions to the run site at Woodford Park. Me and Mullet kept
quite in the back! Best stick to the Toasted Cheese sandwiches Kazi as I don’t think that you
would make the grade as a Taxi driver!
We arrived in good time and I was keeper of the run book this week. The only one not signed in
that I noticed was Stupid as he got there late but I have signed in for you – you can give me a
token next week! We had a good turnout tonight of 43 members and 3 visitors.
The Run:
Stand-in GM tonight C-Man mounts the crate and it fits him like a glove! He calls the Hare
Arseholeo forward to stand on the crate and to tell the assembled crowd that we are mostly on
chalk with some paper in the Bush. There will be a Drink Stop says he – more on that later!.

I had a “spy” in the Running Pack tonight who told me that the FT’s
were a bit light on – I found plenty of them though! No one got their
feet wet crossing the creek and more importantly no one got mugged
considering the area we were in.
I was the sole FWB tonight for about half the run with C-Man keeping
new member Fast Eddie company while he is nursing his rotator cuff
injury. Baron was champing at my heels though and managed to catch
up after a few FT’s slowed me down. One FT in particular really slowed
me down and this allowed the whole Walking Pack to catch up. Most
of the Walking Pack did cross the creek except guys like me with open
wounds on their feet – well I had at least! Eventually, the Walking
Pack find the Drink Stop sign just before 7.00pm BUT No Arseholeo
and No Drink! At least we were within sight of home at this point.
However, Hares should note that without any Walkers short cut or separate trail there will be a
gap between the Runners and Walkers arriving.
Bravefart recorded 6.05Km for the Runners whereas I had 6.08Km for the Walkers - 30 Metres
more than the Runners – it has to be a first!
Circle Up & Visitors and Returniks
Our Song Master ELF is also MIA tonight so Stand-in GM C-Man nominates Popeye as his standin Song Master and hands over the microphone and song sheet to him!
Visitors:
• Alby aka Captain Awesome – a mate of Arseholeo’s and co-hare tonight
•

Mr. P – Ex Member H4 – has been slack and idle

•

Raymond – who everyone knows and is a mate of First Defence

Returniks:
• Mullaway – been catching bones – I think that he meant fish!
•

Delicate – been down South in the country with Dad!

General Business:
GasMan can’t wait and ends up first on Ice tonight as directed by stand-in GM C-Man for talking
and disrupting the circle proceedings. He also earns himself a DD.
In Rooted’s absence Mullet tells a true story but it was actually a joke to allow the physically
challenged to take their seats in the circle.
Haberdash Precious comes into the circle with a complaint that On Sec HardCase did not inform
him of a new paid up member – Eddie. As On Sec HardCase was accepting his reprimand his mate
McSnookie could not keep quiet and talks himself into a seat on the Ice for interrupting the
stand-in GM C-Man. McSnookie reckons he was taking a seat on Ice for his mate On Sec
HardCase but actually that was not the case, hard or otherwise! He reckons he takes his DD too!
Boof is next to take a seat on Ice for talking with Concorde – his choice according to stand-in
GM C-Man – big block or cubes! DD to him.

Intercourse Screwdriver says that he has done his research this week and confirms that Friday
22 April 2022 is in fact the first day of PoorMan’s Interhash in Cervantes. Only 39 days to go.
Haberdash Precious noting his son Delicate’s whinge about not having a hat duly produces a new
Yellow one and presents this to him. Delicate then whinges that his name has been spelt wrongly
on the hat but lucky for him RA Kazi did not pick up on it, otherwise he would be keeping the new
name for good!
Bravefart makes the comment that stand-in Song Master Popeye’s tone it too much of a tune!
RA Kazi enters the circle and says that it is DAGS 83rd birthday today and he was given A$100
by him to buy the boys a drink for this birthday. Good onya DAGS.
Another birthday boy today is Voodoo but in the absence of any intention of buying the boys a
drink he receives a birthday “shampoo” by RA Kazi instead.
Wimpy steps forward and advises that to maintain H4 traditions he asked if anyone wanted him
to organise a classic Black Friday lunch on 13 May 2022.
Meanwhile, GasMan ends up back on the Ice for another misdemeanour. DD to him.
Charges:
Pole Polisher is first up with a charge tonight on First Defence who reckons with his actions
tonight that he forgot that the Hash is meant to be non-competitive. Somehow, Popeye comes to
First Defence’s “defence” and manages to get the Hare Arseholeo to take the charge and the
DD.
GasMan lays a charge on First Defence’s visitor “everybody loves Raymond” for signing the run
book outside the Visitor’s place. DD to both.
Screwdriver reckons that GasMan has been unfairly targeted tonight as he brought his own drink
that Bravefart tripped over and spilt it. This charge backfires and results in GasMan ending up
back on the Ice and given another DD!
Short Horn charges his fellow car pooler McSnookie for being the “NOT the smartest man in
hash” who did not know what a Pelican’s Neck consisted off and he also took a dig at him for
“short arm deep pocket syndrome”!. DD to both.
WOW:
RA Kazi tells us that the current WOW Squirt is MIA tonight as he has had to return to the UK
to visit a dying school friend.
McSnookie is called forward as a candidate for WOW for continuing to wear his non Hash Tshirt on the run. Like a magician he disappears – not not really – he produces not only Squirt’s
WOW shirt but also his 20 Year hat! Like Cinderella, McSnookie believes that if the hat fits then
the WOW shirt should do also and he nominates First Defence for a series of misdemeanours
tonight.
RA Kazi nominates Baron for selling bags of green leaves on the Hash and bringing H4 into
disrepute. I did witness RA Kazi being the first one to grab one of these little bags from Baron
and in case a copy of this Rag gets into the wrong hands they were actually curry leaves!
RA Kazi in his inimitable manner awards the WOW shirt this week to First Defence. Sometimes
I think that I am wasting my time as the Covid protocols that I have previously advised members
of with regard to WOW shirts are being totally ignored!

Run Report:
Molly Dooker is given the honour of doing the Run report tonight. Someone mentions that there
were 16 runners tonight but it is probably near 6 with 10 pretenders! Molly Dooker says that
there was no comparison with last week’s run hared by C-Man [he is only on the crate for this
week and the main man that you need to suck up to, GM Donka, is back next week Molly]. Good
run – well maybe – nearly got attacked by a crazy man. A bit sort but made the Drink Stop.
Molly Dooker gives it 5½ + 2 for the food – less 2 for abandoning the Drink Stop before the
Walking Pack got there so 5½ / 10 total. The food was good but some members thought that they
could do better and brought their own!
Next Week’s Run:
Kazi at MacDonald Park, Padbury – St Paddy’s Day Run
Next week’s Van driver:
Pole Polisher
Hash Lunch:
Munch Master Mel Adjusted, newly returned from Barrow Island, steps forward and says that
it is in hand and he should make it to next month’s Hash lunch. Venue and directions TBA.
Hares Act:
Arseholeo brings his co-hare Captain Awesome [I think that name must have been a self
nomination!] into the circle and entertains us with a couple of jokes.
Song:
Tagg is given the honour of closing the circle with “Raise Your Mugs”.
ON ON
C-Man / HardCase 18/52

